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Director:
Prof. Alfredo Fioritto
Department of Law
University of Pisa

GCRC 2020:
Governing Climate Resilient Cities, Challenges, Opportunities and Best Practices

Course Format
On line Microsoft Teams platform

3 ECTS credits
Language: ENGLISH

Registration fee
Fee: €250

The University of Pisa will make available four scholarships (€250 each). They will be awarded upon conclusion of the admission process (21 September).

How to apply:
1) go to: https://www.unipi.it/index.php/how-to-apply
2) click on: Registration
3) follow the instructions

Contacts:
prof. Alfredo Fioritto: alfredo.fioritto@unipi.it
dott. Francesca Carpita: fcarpita@gmail.com
dott. Marco Lunardelli: dott.marcolunardelli@gmail.com

for general information about the Course
https://climate-change.jus.unipi.it/gcrc

for administrative issues: support.summerschool@unipi.it

GCRC 2020 is funded by the Department of Law, University of Pisa
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